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Introduction 

Funding by ANR (French Research Agency) in the call “Future Networks and Services” 
(VERSO), WINGS project aims at "Widening Interoperability for Networking Global Supply 
Chains". This 2-year project focus on a proof-of-concept platform demonstrating the 
federated ONS model and the interaction with a prototype of Discovery Services. This 
document is part of the Work Package 4: “ONS Interaction with Multi Discovery 
Services”. It aims to test the interaction with the multi-root ONS system that is designed in 
another work package. As this component is still not fully normalized, the objective is to 
understand whether the interaction with the ONS inpacts its specification and more over the 
performance of the whole system. Above all, it gives prominence to ONS as the foundation 
for bringing value-added services in the open loop model of the supply chain. This document 
details the specifications of the Federated Discovery Services component. 

These specifications form a part of the researches about the Discovery Services and the 
Internet of Things. A Discovery Services standard will come into being, its advancement is 
leading by the working group SAG Discovery Services Working Group (DS WG) based on 
pevious works. In fact, the FP6 project BRIDGE (Building Radio Frequency Solutions for the 
Global Environment) aimed to develop the requirement analysis and technical design 
documents for a Discovery Service. Afilias that took part in the BRIDGE project, has 
submitted to the IETF (Internet of Engineering Task Force) a Web Service open protocol for 
Discovery Services called ESDS (Extensible Supply Chain Discovery Service).  Largely 
inspired by this latter protocol, the GREYC laboratory will implement his own Discovery 
Service based on the “DS indexing DS” mechanism introduced by him and the Afilias ESDS 
protocol. 

This document recalls in a first part the architecture of the EPCglobal’s network, the 
Discovery Services Mechanism and the Discovery Services architecture. Then it details each 
part of this architecture, their roles, the data models and the protocols they use. Finally, it 
proposes an interface for the Discovery Services access. 

 
 
Document reference 

This document is the deliverable 4.1 of the WINGS Project. It is the result of the work of the 
GREYC in collaboration with Orange and GS1 France within the framework of the Work 
Package 4 (ONS Interaction with Multi Discovery Services). 

 

Copyright 
 
This work is made available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 
3.0 license, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/. 
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1. Architecture 

This section describes the EPCglobal architecture and introduces the “Federated 
Discovery Services” component within this architecture.   

1. EPC global architecture 

The EPCglobal architecture is composed of dedicated components grouped in four 
layers (see Figure 1). The lower layer deals with RFID tag reading. Each tag contains a 
unique Electronic Product Code (EPC). The ALE component in the lower layer is in charge of 
editing the so called EPC events. The main goal of the upper layers will be to store and 
manage efficiently these events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As soon as an event is created, it is sent to the local EPC Information Services 
(EPCIS). That component uses a persistent database to store the events and offers a fully 
standardized query interface to the upper layers. It also manages master data containing 
necessary context to interpret the event data.  

The next layer is in charge of indexing the EPCIS. This will allow any application to 
locate the EPCIS that stores events about a given EPC code. The first component of this 
“Data Search Lookup Services” layer is the Object Naming Service (ONS). It aims to provide 
addresses for product classes. Actually, ONS does not deal with EPC code but solely with 
object class numbers. Take for example a company A that manufactures a product with the 
EPC code: urn:epc:id:sgtin:a.b.x. The ONS system will provide for the class : 
urn:epc:id:sgtin:a.b ,the address of the company A EPCIS server. The second component of 
this layer is called “Discovery Services” (DS). They are design to index all the information 
sources for a given EPC. Its goal is to track an object identified by its EPC and to provide to 
the users the addresses of each EPCIS that contains information about the given EPC.  

Fi

gure 1: EPCglobal architecture 
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Finally, the “Data Presentation” layer is composed of applications which use the lower 
layers components and provide personalized services to the EPCglobal users. 

2. Discovery Services mechanism 

Discovery Services have two goals : provide addresses of server storing information 
about given EPC, and to enforce access control policy.    

We can compare Discovery Services functionalities to search engines on the web. 
They allow to discover the addresses of the servers that contain information about a given 
EPC. Nevertheless, there are some major differences. The first one is for the indexation 
process. No crawling over the data takes place in the EPCglobal architecture. On the 
contrary, each source of information sends to there DS provider, the EPCs upon which they 
hold information. This mechanism prevents malicious users to perform competitive 
intelligence. It furthermore allows each company to keep the control over its own data 
because it may decide whether or not the information is published. The second difference is 
that each DS client may manage the access control policy over its data. A client, thanks to his 
profile, can define a rule list that gives particular access to his information stored in the 
Discovery Service.  

In this document we study the possibility to develop a federated discovery services 
network. The main difficulty with several DS providers, will be to link together the different DS 
components. In a centralized DS architecture, if a user wants to track a product identified by 
a given EPC, he has to query  the DS server in order to retrieve all the EPCIS addresses that 
were involved in the making process of the product. In a federated DS architecture the user 
has to know the addresses of all the DS server that contains index entries for the given code. 
We propose to enable this with a solution called “DS indexing DS”. This solution uses a new 
concept : the referent DS. For every product class (i.e. EPC without serial number) a NAPTR 
entry is defined in the ONS system with the code and the address of a particular server that 
will be the referent DS for that class code. This referent DS server will not only index the 
EPCIS like every DS but will also index other DS servers that index events using a code 
belonging to the given EPC class. 

During the indexing process, any DS that receives information about a particular EPC, 
queries the ONS system in order to retrieve the address of the referent DS. Two different 
cases takes place whether the DS is the referent DS for this code or not. Note that the DS 
can easily test if it is the referent DS by querying the address it has received from the ONS. 
The result of the method call contains an unique identifier that the DS can compare with the 
one stored in its own system. In case it is the referent DS, it just indexes normally the EPCIS. 
Otherwise, the DS not only indexes the EPCIS, but it publishes a new DS entry to the 
referent DS using the same process as if it was an EPCIS (on the same interface and with 
the same protocol). DS may then answer to a query for a given EPC class not only EPCIS 
addresses but also, if it is a referent DS, DS addresses that will in turn deliver EPCIS 
addresses.   

As a result, during the lookup process, the client first queries the ONS system for a 
particular EPC class. It will receive the address of the referent DS that it can query in turn. 
The response may contain, according to the classic schema, several EPCIS addresses, 
and/or according to our proposal, several DS addresses. The client can then query again 
these new discovered DS to retrieve other EPCIS addresses containing information events 
about that code. As a result, the client will query all the DS that index events about the given 
EPC, and will collected all the information sources he needs. Furthermore, this lookup has 
taken into account the access control policy to track the given object. 
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3. Discovery Services Architecture 

The figure 2 describes the federated DS Architecture. It is divided in several modules 
and each one achieves a particular operation of the indexation, lookup and access control 
process. We will see an in-depth description of each one in the next sections. The DS Core is 
composed of the five following modules: 

 Data Access Objects (DAO): the link between the database and the DS application. The DAO 
gives a formal description of the data stored in the database and maps the database relations 
and objects into Java objects using the Hibernate 3.0 technology.  

 Data Access Manager: manages the DAO module. It provides utility methods  to store, retrieve 
and update entries in the DS repository using objects mapped by the DAO module. It uses the 
corresponding Hibernate 3.0 methods and the HQL language. 

 Policy Manager: manages the access control policy. For example, this module can filter events 
according to the access control policy defined by the owner of the data. It implements 
methods to allow any single user or user's profile to interact with the DS repository entries 
(create, delete, update). 

 DS Controller: implements the service. All the methods defined in the various interfaces are 
implemented in this module. This module gives a single access point for any operation. It 
garanties the same behaviour for a given operation, regardless of the used interface (soap 
web service, web, …). 

 Publication Module: publishes events to the other DSs to realize the “DS indexing DS” 
mechanism. This module periodically retrieves the last inserted events, queries the ONS 
system to retrieve the corresponding referent DS addresses and sends new DS events to 
these  referent DS servers.  

 

Figure 2: DS architecture 
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The Web and SOAP interfaces are designed to enable external applications to query 
the DS server. Any user can also access the DS by the web interface using a classical web 
browser. After login, he can manage his user profile as well as his access control policy rules 
according to the role associated to his user profile. The SOAP interface is used to capture 
and retrieve events in the DS repository. This interface needs a client implementation that will 
be used by the external applications to exchange information. 
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2. Data Model 

In this section, we describe the data model used in the DS repository. This model is 
utilized by the Data Access module. Each entity defined in this section is mapped into one or 
several Java objects by the Hibernate 3.0 framework. 

1. DS Event 

In order to index EPCIS and other DS servers, the DS application has to store the 
events that are published using its interface. The DS application stores the DS events in the 
same way an EPCIS stores  EPCIS events. 

The following table describes the attributes of a DS event, their type and description : 

 

Field Type Description 

EPC String In the EPCglobal architecture, the Electronic Product 
Code (EPC) is an URI identifying uniquely an object (ex.: 
“urn:epc:id:sgtin:0001234.5678.100054”). 

partnerID Long The id of the partner entity that published the 
corresponding DS event. 

epcClass String Part of the EPC code without serial number. The EPC 
class number gives an indication about the product type 
(ex.: urn:epc:id:sgtin:0001234.5678).  

eventTime Timestamp when the DS event has been stored in the DS repository. 

sourceTime Timestamp When the corresponding product has been detected by 
the reader. 

bizStep String The business state of the product (ex.: “delivery”). 

eventType String The attribute eventType can take one of the two values 
“OBJECT” or “VOID”. The “VOID” value indicates that the 
corresponding DS event is invalidated. The “OBJECT” 
value indicates that the event can be normally stored in 
the DS repository. 

2. EventToPublish 

Each time a DS event is stored, a new eventToPublish entity is also created. This entity 
is used to enable the federated Discovery Services system. The system periodically tries to 
publish the linked DS events to the referent DS as done by the Publication module. 

The following table describes the content of the EventToPublish entity : 

 

Field Type Description 

eventID Long The Id of the corresponding DS event. 

lastUpdate Timestamp Last time the system tried to publish the 
corresponding DS event to the referent DS. 
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3. Partner and User 

The URL (service address) and/or identity of each information service provider can 
change while events, access rules and other informationre attached to the corresponding 
profile. To ease the update of each profile attribute, we introduce an entity called “Partner” 
that gather all these information. Each event is linked to the partner that created it. Thus, an 
information service provider may further change all its account information (for example its 
service address) without modifying any event entry.  

Moreover, each partner may want to delegate some responsibilities to different users. 
These users may have different access rights. We introduce a second entity called “User” 
that contains connection information (login, password...) and roles (publish:true …) that 
enable a partner to delegate some actions to different users. Each “User” entity is directly 
attached to the corresponding “Partner” profile.  

1. Partner 

The following table describes the information contained in the Partner entity: 

 

Field Type Description 

partnerID String The name of the partner. 

serviceType String This attribute describes the type of service 
provided by the partner (ex.: EPCIS, DS, web 
page...). 

serviceAddress String The address of the given service (ex.: EPCIS, DS, 
web page...). 

date Timestamp Date of the profile creation. 

active Boolean A profile cannot be deleted. This attribute will be 
used to logically invalidate the partner. 

2. User 

The following table describes the information contained in the User entity: 

 

Field Type Description 

login String The user login. 

password String The password. 

partnerId Long The owner of the corresponding user. 

date Timestamp The creation date of the entity. 

 

3. Rôle 

The roles are defined by the DS administrator. A partner may create his own roles for his data. 

 

Field Type Description 

Object String Name of the role (e.g.: admin). 
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Function String Restricted Method  (e.g.: 
UserCreate). 

Permission String ACCEPT or DENIED. 

 

The following table describes the information contained in the roleAssociation entity 
that is used to link roles and users accounts: 
 

Field Type Description 

userId Long ID of a given user. 

roleId Long ID of a given role. 

 

4. Access control policy 

As explained in the previous section, the Discovery services are also designed to 
manage the access control policy over the data contained in the DS repository. Each partner 
can create several Supply Chains, denoted “SC” in the following. A SC is a partner group 
created by a particular partner who gives access to his data. For instance, if partner A wants 
to share his information with B and C, he will create a SC and associate the two 
corresponding partners (B and C) in the group. To realize such an operation, we need to 
create two different entities. The first one simply called SC that contains the information 
about the group itself. And a second one, Scassociation that enables the system to associate 
other partners to a SC. 

1. SC 

The following table describe the information contained in the SC entity : 

 

Field Type Description 

ScID String The name of the SC. 

PartnerID Integer The ID of the SC owner who references a partner.  

BizStepPolicy Boolean ACCEPT the access if true, DENIED otherwise. 

EventTimePolicy Boolean ACCEPT the access if true, DENIED otherwise. 

EpcClassPolicy Boolean ACCEPT the access if true, DENIED otherwise.  

EpcsPolicy Boolean ACCEPT the access if true, DENIED otherwise.  

date Timestamp Date of the SC creation. 

 

ACCEPT if the partner doesn't want any filter on the DS event corresponding property, 
DENIED if he does. If the access is DENIED, further filtering rules defined using restrictions 
(in section iii) will be applied.  

2. Scassociation 

The following table describes the information contained in the SC entity: 
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Field Type Description 

ScID String Id of the SC. 

PartnerID Long Id of the Partner. 

date Timestamp Creation date of the Scassociation. 

 

3. Restrictions 

Several filters can be applied to a given SC. For example, if a partner doesn't want to 
share all his data with the partners associated in a given SC, he will defined several filters on 
the attributes found in a DS event :  

 BizStep, 

 EPCClass, 

 EPCs, 

 EventTime. 

The bizStep is the object state on the supply chain as defined in the EPCIS 
specification 1.0. For example, a user can expose the events that are in “delivery” state and 
hide the others. The following table describes the information contained in the 
sc_BizStep_Restriction entity :  
 

Field Type Description 

ScID Long Id of the corresponding SC entity. 

voc_BizStep Long ID of  a bizStep vocabulary entity. 

The corresponding vocabulary entity, voc_BizStep : 
 

Field Type Description 

URI String The bizStep value. 

The EPC class is the object type given by the Object class number. For example, a 
partner wants to share data that deals only with bottles of water he produces. The following 

table describes the information contained in the sc_EPCClass_Restriction entity :  
 

Field Type Description 

ScID Long Id of the corresponding SC entity. 

voc_EPCClass Long ID of the given EPCClass vocabulary entity. 

The corresponding vocabulary entity, voc_EPCClass: 
 

Field Type Description 

URI String The EPC class value. 

The EPC is the object serial number as defined in the EPCIS specification 1.0. This 
restriction enables a partner to share data that deals only with one given EPC, a given 
product. The following table describes the information contained in the sc_EPCs_Restriction 
entity:  
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Field Type Description 

ScID Long Id of the corresponding SC entity. 

voc_EPCs Long ID of the given EPC vocabulary entity. 

The corresponding vocabulary entity, voc_EPCs: 
 

Field Type Description 

URI String The EPC value. 

The eventTime is the date when the object has been read. This restriction enables a 
partner to share only the data read during a given period. The following table describes the 
information contained in the sc_EventTime_Restriction entity:  
 

Field Type Description 

ScID Integer Id of the corresponding SC entity. 

voc_EventTime Integer ID of the given eventTime vocabulary entity. 

The corresponding vocabulary entity, voc_EventTime: 
 

Field Type Description 

firstEventTime date Beginning of the period. 

lastEventTime date End of the period. 
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3. Data Access Manager 

This section defines the various methods   of the Data Access Manager module. This 
module gathers a set of methods that are used by the application to interact with the DS 
repository: tocreate, delete, lookup or update entities.  

1. Event methods 

The following table describes the methods used to manage the events in the DS 
repository: 
 

Command Response  Description 

EventCreate  EventCreateResult  Used to create an event. 

EventInfo  EventInfoResult  Used to retrieve the content of a specific event. 

EventLookup  EventLookupResult  Retrieve the Id(s) of one or several event(s) 
according to several event attributes like EPC.  

EventDelete EventDeleteResult Invalidate the given event by setting the 
eventType attribute to VOID. 

EventUpdate EventUpdateResult Update the event fields 

 

2. EventToPublish methods 

The following table describes the methods used to manage the EventToPublish entities 
in the DS repository. 
 

Command Response  Description 

EventToPublishLookup  EventToPublishLookupRes
ult  

Retrieve the last N received 
eventToPublish entities. 

EventToPublishDelete EventToPublishDeleteResu
lt 

Delete an EventToPublish entity. 

EventToPublishUpdate EventToPublishUpdateRes
ult 

Update the lastUpdate field of the 
eventToPublish entity. 

 

3. Role methods 

The following table describes the methods used to manage roles in the DS repository. 
 

Command Response  Description 

RoleCreate  RoleCreateResult  Create a role.  

RoleInfo RoleInfoResult Retrieve a role content thanks to its ID. 

RoleUpdate RoleUpdateResult Update the Role fields. 

RoleDelete RoleDeleteResult Delete a Role. 

RoleLookup RoleLookupResult Retrieve the Id(s) of one or several Role(s).  
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4. User methods 

The following table describes the methods used to manage users in the DS repository. 
 

Command Response  Description 

UserCreate  UserCreateResult  Create a User. 

UserInfo UserInfoResult Retrieve the User fieds using a user ID.  

UserUpdate UserUpdateResult Update a User fields. 

UserDelete UserDeleteResult Delete a User. 

UserLookup UserLookupResult Retrieve the Id(s) of one or several User(s) 
using query parameters like login attribute.  

 

5. Partner methods 

The following table describe the methods used to manage partners in the DS 
repository. 
 

Command Response  Description 

PartnerCreate  PartnerCreateResult  Create a Partner. 

PartnerInfo PartnerInfoResult Retrieve the Partner fields using a partnerID.  

PartnerUpdate PartnerUpdateResult Update a Partner Fields. 

PartnerDelete PartnerDeleteResult Invalidate a Partner rather then delete it. A 
partner can't be completely deleted because of 
the other entities stored in the repository and 
directly linked to the corresponding profile (e.g. 
events, sc, users …). This method just set to 
FALSE the value of the corresponding “active” 
partner's field. 

PartnerLookup PartnerLookupResult Retrieve the Id(s) of one or several partner(s) 
using query parameters like partnerID attribute.  

 

6. SC methods 

The following table describes the methods used to manage SCs in the DS repository. 
 

Command Response  Description 

SCCreate  SCCreateResult  Create an SC. 

SCInfo SCInfoResult Retrieve the SC information thanks to an ScID.  

SCUpdate SCUpdateResult Update the SC fields. 

SCDelete SCDeleteResult Delete an SC and delete in cascade the 
Scassociations and Screstrictions entities linked to it. 

SCLookup SCLookupResult Retrieve the Id(s) of one or several SC(s) using 
query parameters like its name.  
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4. Controller 

In the previous section, we defined the methods that allow the application to interact 
with the DS repository, i.e. to store, retrieve and manage the entities in the database. This 
section presents the methods that process the users queries. Every method is directly 
accessible through the various interfaces of the application. However, for security reasons, 
some of them are only accessible by the web administration interface whereas others only by 
the Soap interface.  

1. Service methods 

The following table describes the methods of the Controller that implements the main 
functionality of the DS application. If the DS provider needs new functionalities oe custom 
services for his application, other methods may be added here. By example, traceEPC could 
not only retrieve the events identified by the given EPC but also the ones that are involved in 
the process of the corresponding product thanks to other information found in the events like 
aggregation properties. 
 

Command Response  Description 

hello helloResult Used to retrieve the identity of the DS. The result is 
a unique identifier.  

publishEvent publishEventResult  Used to publish DS events. It is mandatory to issue 
previously a call to the userLogin method. This 
method is usually called by an information service 
provider to publish the data stored in its own EPC 
Information Service. 

lookupEvent lookupEventResult Used to retrieve DS events. A previous call to the 
userLogin method is mandatory. The result is a set 
of DS events filtered by the access control policy of 
each owner (partner) of  each event found in the 
DS repository. Each event is qualified by the 
partnerId that published the event to the DS. 

voidEvent voidEventResult Used to invalidate  a given DS event. A previous 
call to the userLogin method is mandatory. This 
method set to VOID the “type” event attribute. The 
event entry is not really deleted by invalidated in 
the DS repository. 

getPartnerInfo getPartnerInfoResult Used to retrieve information about a given Partner. 
A previous call to the userLogin method is 
mandatory. It is usually called after having retrieve 
a set of events with lookupEvent. Each partnerId 
found in the event may used to get the partnerInfo, 
that can in turn be used to retrieve the URL of 
each corresponding information services (EPCIS 
or DS). 

userLogin userLoginResult Used to connect a user to the DS application. The 
result is a session identifier that must be given as a 
query parameter to each other request. 

userLogout userLogoutResult Disconnect a user from the DS application. A 
previous call to the userLogin method is 
mandatory. 
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2. Administration methods 

In this section, we describe the methods used by the information service providers to 
manage their accounts, users, and access control policy rules. All these methods will be 
accessible through a network interface separated from the service method interface for 
security reasons. 

1. Account 

The following table describes the methods available in the controller module to manage 
a given Partner information and its corresponding user accounts. 
  

Command Response  Description 

CreateAccount createAccountResult Used to create a new Partner profile. 
This method takes as parameters every 
attributes of a Partner entity described 
in a previous section. Moreover, this 
method creates a new linked root user 
(without any access restriction) that can 
be used to connect the DS application 
the first time  that the partner uses the 
new created account.  

DeleteAccount deleteAccountResult Used to invalidate a partner profile. This 
method will delete all linked users and 
invalidate the partner profile setting to 
“FALSE” the “active” partner attribute. 

updatePartnerInfo updatePartnerInfoResult Used to modify a given partner 
information. Useful for example, in case 
a given partner changes the URL of his 
own EPCIS.  

CreateUser createUserResult Create a user. This user is linked to the 
corresponding profile (partner) used to 
create it.  

DeleteUser deleteUserResult Delete a user. 

updateUserPassword updateUserPasswordResu
lt 

Change the value of the user password 
attribute. 

addUserPermission addUserPermissionResult Grant a new permission to a user (e.g. 
publishEvent – ACCEPT). This method 
must be called either by the root user or 
by an authorized one.  

RemoveUserPermission RemoveUserPermissionRe
sult 

Remove a given permission to a given 
user. This method must be called either 
by the root user or by an authorized 
one.   

 

2. Policy 

The following table describes the methods available in the controller module to manage 
the access control policy for a given Partner profile. 

 

Command Response  Description 
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createPartnerGroup createPartnerGroupResult Create a new SC. This SC doesn't 
contain any associated partners. The 
global policy of each chain (BizStep, 
EPCs, EPC class, Time) is set to 
DROP. 

deletePartnerGroup deletePartnerGroupResult Delete an SC. 

addPartnerToGroup addPartnerToGroupResult Used to associate a partner to a given 
SC. 

removePartnerFrom
Group 

removePartnerFromGroupResu
lt 

Used to remove a partner from a 
given SC. 

addBizStepRestrictio
n 

addBizStepRestrictionResult Add a new BizStep restriction to a 
given SC. For example, if a partner 
wants to share with the members of a 
given SC only information about 
objects that are in the delivery 
process, he will specify it using this 
method on the corresponding SC. 

removeBizStepRestri
ction 

removeBizStepRestrictionResul
t 

Used to remove a given BizStep 
restriction. 

addEPCRestriction addEPCRestrictionResult Used to add a new EPC filter to a 
given SC. Useful if a partner wants to 
share information about only a 
particular product. 

removeEPCRestrictio
n 

removeEPCRestrictionResult Used to remove a given EPC filter. 

addEPCClassRestrict
ion 

addEPCClassRestrictionResult Add a new EPC class filter to a given 
SC. Useful when a partner wants to 
shareinformation only about a single 
product class (his bottle of water for 
example). 

removeEPCClassRe
striction 

removeEPCClassRestrictionRe
sult 

Remove a given EPC class filter 

addTimeRestriction addTimeRestrictionResult Add a new Time restriction. Useful 
when a partner wants to share 
information about the objects detected 
by his readers during a given period. 

removeTimeRestricti
on 

removeTimeRestrictionResult Remove a given Time filter. 

switchBizStepPolicy switchBizStepPolicyResult Switch the BizStep chain global policy 
between ACCEPT and DROP for a 
given SC. 

switchEPCPolicy switchEPCPolicyResult Switch the EPCs chain global policy 
between ACCEPT and DROP for a 
given SC. 

switchEPCClassPolic
y 

switchEPCClassPolicyResult Switch the EPC class chain global 
policy between ACCEPT and DROP 
for a given SC. 

switchTimePolicy switchTimePolicyResult Switch the Time chain global policy 
between ACCEPT and DROP for a 
given SC. 
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3. Others 

The following table describes several other methods used by a given partner profile to 
manage his published data in the DS repository.  One more time, this set of method is just an 
example of what is possible. The list is not exhaustive and can be expanded if the DS 
provider wishes to implement some additional services. 
 

Command Response  Description 

getLastInsertedEvents getLastInsertedEventResult Used to retrieve the last inserted events 
for a given Partner (concerns only the 
events inserted by its own profile).  

getLastDetectedObject getLastDetectedObjectRes
ult 

Used to retrieve the last detected 
objects for a given Partner (concerns 
only the objects mentionned in the 
events inserted by its own profile) 
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5. Policy manager 

In this section we describe how to implement the access control policy in the DS 
application. There are two different aspects in the management of the policy. The first one 
uses the role Definition and the second uses the SC mechanism. 

1. Role based policy 

The role base policy is used to grant a user the execute permission of a given 
controller method. At each controller method called, the policy manager verifies whether the 
user is allowed to execute the corresponding action or not.  

When a new account is created, a new root user is also created for the corresponding 
profile. This user can execute each method of the controller module, especially the methods 
that create other users. These new created users' account don't have any special access 
right. Then, the root user will specify the behavior of each  one, by assigning specific roles. 
For example, it can create a user called “admin” and give to him the access to the controller 
administration methods. This  “admin” user will be able to manage the profile accounts, to 
create users, to manage the access control policy of the profile, but will have no persmission 
to use the lookup service for example. Conversely, it is possible to create a user that can only 
access to the controller service methods or another one with access to a single method (e.g. 
lookupEvent). 

2. SC mechanism 

The SC mechanism is used to manage the data sharing between several 
accounts/profiles. This mechanism is applied when the controller lookupEvent method is 
called. The controller calls the Data Access Module lookupEvent and lookupInfo methods to 
retrieve the set of events queried by the user and then filter this set in the policy manager 
thanks to the corresponding SC definitions. 

The application retrieves the owner of each event, and then processes the 
corresponding policy retrieving each owner SC set and checking if the user (his partner 
profile) is authorized to access the resource or not. 

 

Function : processPolicy  
Entrée : DSevent list::eventList, Partner::partner  
Sortie : events list that the partner is allowed to see  
 
result = {}  
for event in eventList  
 if event.getPartner == partner do  
   result.add(event)  
 else  
   Scassociatons = partner.getScassociations  
   for Scassociation in Scassociations  
     SC sc = Scassociation.getSC  
     if processScPolicy(event,sc) do  
       result.add(event)  
return result 

Figure 3: process policy algorithm 
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At the first time the algorithm retrieves if the profile of the user that queried the system 
is associated with any SC defined by the owner of the resource/event. The figure 3 describes 
the applied algorithm.   

If the user is associated to the owner by a specific SC, the application applies the 
restrictions (filters) found in the given SC (BizStep, EPC class, EPCs and Time restriction). 
The figure 4 describes the corresponding algorithm. 

 

Function : processScPolicy  
Entrée : DSevent::event, Sc::sc  
Sortie : boolean representing the policy of the Sc  
 
if sc.getBizStepRestrictions==”DROP” do  
 bizStepChecked = false  
 for BizStepRestriction in  sc.getBizStepRestrictions  
   if BizStepRestriction.getBizStep == event.getBizStep do  
     bizStepChecked = true  
 if not bizStepChecked do  
   return false  
 
if sc.getEpcClassRestrictions==”DROP” do  
 epcClassChecked = false  
 for epcClassRestriction in  sc.getEpcClassRestrictions  
   if epcClassRestriction.getEpcClass == 
event.getEpcClass do  
     epcClassChecked = true  
 if not epcClassChecked do  
   return false  
 
if sc.getEpcRestrictions==”DROP” do  
 epcChecked = false  
 for epcRestriction in  sc.getEpcRestrictions  
   if epcRestriction.getEpc == event.getEpc do  
     epcChecked = true  
 if not epcChecked do  
   return false  
 
if sc.getEventTimeRestrictions==”DROP” do  
 eventTimeChecked = false  
 for eventTimeRestriction in  sc.getEventTimeRestrictions  
   t1 =  eventTimeRestriction.getFirstEventTime  
   t2 = eventTimeRestriction.getLastEventTime  
   if [t1 == null and t2 < event.getEventTime] or  
     [t1 > eventTime.getEventTime and t2 == null] or  
     [ t1 > eventTime.getEventTime and  t2 < 
event.getEventTime] do  
     eventTimeChecked = true  
 if not eventTimeChecked do  
   return false  
return true 

Figure 4: processSCPolicy algorithm 
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6. Publication Module 

In this section, we describe the Publication module that uses the referent DS concept 
to enable the use of several DS providers. The figure 5 shows the interactions between 
several DS providers in a four actors supply chain during the publication process. 

 

1. Mechanism 

When a DS event is published to the application, a new EventToPublish is created in 
the DS repository. The following steps describe how the publication module is working :  

 The publication module retrieves periodically the last inserted eventToPublish entities and 
the corresponding DS events.  

 The events are sorted by EPC class number found in the event cores. 

 For each EPC class number found, the application queries the ONS system in order to 
retrieve the corresponding referent DS.  

 For each event, the application finally tries to publish a new DS event to the 
corresponding DS address. It is also possible to publish several DS events to the same 
DS server using onemessage. 

 If it succeed, the corresponding eventToPublish entity is deleted from the repository, 
otherwise, the application updates the lastUpdate attribute of the entity.  

The application contains a parameter that configure the time between two publishing 
attempts of the same DS event.  

Fi

gure 5: DS to DS publication process 
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2. ONS requests 

To query the ONS system, the application must format the EPC class number. The 
figure 5 describes the steps to create a valid URN. The DS application implements only the 
resolver process.  

 

Fi

gure 6: well formed ONS urn process 
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7. Soap Interface 

In this section, we describe the protocol used to query the DS application usisng its 
Soap Interface. We re-use some concepts and specifications detailed in the ESDS_1.0 
protocol.  

This interface allows any authorized user to create and lookup DS events. All the 
administration is accessible through a separate interface that is described in the next section. 
Security can then be enforced using routers, firewalls and other networking issues. 

1. Protocol commands 

Commands within the protocol are invoked as client requests, which in turn result in 
server responses.  This client/server conversation is expressed as SOAP/XML with the 
following basic structure for each request. 

 

The following table describe the methods available on the soap interface. 
 

Command Response  Description 

hello helloResult Used to retrieve the identity of the DS. The result is 
a unique identifier.  

eventCreate eventCreateResult  Publish a DS event. This method must be used after 
calling the userLogin method. 

multipleEventCreate multipleEventCrea
teResult 

Publish several DS event at the same time. his 
method must be used after calling the userLogin 
method. 

lookupEvent lookupEventResul
t 

Used to retrieve DS events. This method must be 
used aften calling the userLogin method. The result 
is a set of DS events filtered by the access control 
policy of each owner (partner) of  each event found 
in the DS repository. Each event is qualified by the 
partnerId that published the event to the DS. 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope 
  xmlns:SOAP-ENV=”http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope” 
  xmlns:SOAP-ENC=”http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding” 
  xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 
  xmlns:xsd=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema” 
  xmlns:esdsw=”urn:ietf:params:wsdl:ns:esds-1.0” 
  xmlns:esds=”urn:ietf:params:wsdl:ns:esds-1.0”> 
  <SOAP-ENV:Body> 
    <esds: . . .> 
       . 
       . 
       . 
    </esds : . . .> 
  </SOAP-ENV:Body> 
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 

Figure 7: SOAP/XML basic structure 

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
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voidEvent voidEventResult Used to “delete” a given DS event. This method 
must be used after calling the userLogin method. 
This method set the VOID value to the “type” event 
attribute. The event entry is not really deleted by 
unvalidated in the DS repository. 

getPartnerInfo getPartnerInfoRes
ult 

Used to retrieve information about a given Partner. 
This method must be used after calling the 
userLogin method. It is normally called after 
retrieving a set of events. Indeed, the user retrieve 
de partner Ids found in the result of the lookupEvent 
method and then query the partnerInfo one to 
retrieve the URL of each corresponding information 
services (e.g. EPCIS) 

userLogin userLoginResult Used to connect a user to the DS application. The 
result is a session identifier that must be given as 
query parameter in each other request. 

userLogout userLogoutResult Disconnect a user from the DS application. This 
method must be used after calling the userLogin 
method. 

 

2. Protocol security 

The communications between a DS client and the DS application must be secured. 
The following point must be implemented to certify the security over the services provided by 
the DS provider. 

• All the DS users have to own a X.509 certificate signed by the concerned authority. 

• Conversation between a peer and the DS have to be private. In this way, we would use the 
HTTPS protocols. 

• A client is authenticated with his login and his password. These information have to be 
encrypted in the HTTPS protocol using SSL. 

• The <UserLogin> command also checks in the X.509 certificate if the Common Name and the 
Organization are the same than those in the the partner profile. 

3. Query result codes 

Client command requests will result in a server response with the basic structure 
expressed in SOAP/XML described in the Figure 8. 

In this section, we describe the result codes that are returned to a user query on the 
DS soap interface. These result codes are based almost verbatim on those found in 
[RFC4930].  Re-use of these result codes and the client-server semantics has been done in 
an effort to adopt existing standards. Full credit MUST be given to the author of the EPP RFC 
[RFC4930]. 

These result codes are inspired from the reply codes defined in the section 4.2.1 of 
[RFC2821]. The protocol uses four decimal digits to describe the success or the failure of 
each command.  Each digits of the reply have a special meaning depending on its 
position.The first digit denotes command success or failure.  The second digit denotes the 
response category, such as command syntax or security. The third and fourth digits provide 
explicit response details for each response category. 
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There are two values for the first digit of the reply code: 

 1xxx : command success. The command has been accepted and processed by the system. 

 2xxx : command failed. The command has been denied and not processed by the system. 

The second digit can take six different values : 

 x0xx : protocol syntax 

 x1xx : protocol command specification 

 x2xx : security 

 x3xx : data management 

 x4xx : server 

 x5xx : connexion 

The following table describes the meaning of the last two digits in the result codes: 
 

Code Meaning 

1000  Command completed successfully  

1001  Command completed successfully; action pending  

1500  Command completed successfully; ending session  

2000  Unknown command  

2001  Command syntax error  

2002  Command use error  

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope 
  xmlns:SOAP-ENV=”http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope” 
  xmlns:SOAP-ENC=”http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding” 
  xmlns:xsi=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 
  xmlns:xsd=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema” 
  xmlns:esdsw=”urn:ietf:params:wsdl:ns:esds-1.0” 
  xmlns:esds=”urn:ietf:params:wsdl:ns:esds-1.0”> 
  <SOAP-ENV:Body> 
    <esds: . . .  xsi:type=”esds:EventLookupOut” Result> 
 
      <result 
          xsi:type=”esds:tResult” 
          code=”1000” 
          desc=”Command completed successfully”> 
          <value 
             xsi:type=”xs:string”> 
          </value> 
      </result> 
 
    </esds : . . .   Result> 
  </SOAP-ENV:Body> 
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 

Figure 8: SOAP/XML server response 

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
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2003  Required parameter missing  

2004  Parameter value range error  

2005  Parameter value syntax error  

2100  Unimplemented protocol version  

2101  Unimplemented command  

2102  Unimplemented option  

2103  Unimplemented extension  

2104  Billing failure  

2200  Authentication error  

2201  Authorization error  

2202  Invalid authorization information  

2302  Object exists  

2303  Object does not exist  

2304  Object status prohibits operation  

2305  Object association prohibits operation  

2306  Parameter value policy error  

2307  Unimplemented object service  

2308  Data management policy violation  

2400  Command failed  

2500  Command failed; server closing connection  

2501  Authentication error; server closing connection  

2502  Session limit exceeded; server closing connection  
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8. Web Interface 

The web interface is designed to manage the profile and user accounts and the access 
control policy. The controller methods available through the web interface are the 
administration ones and the lookupEvent methods of the controller service methods. The 
following figures show screen shots of the web interface. 

 

The figure 9 shows the web interface Login page. Figure 10 presents the page used to 
create a Partner account. Note that the root user account for the profile has to be created at 
the same time. Figure 11 depicts the page used for the access control policy management. 
Figure 12 shows the page where the user can execute the lookupEvent controller method. 
 

 

Figure 9: Login page 
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Figure 10: Create account page 

 

Figure 11: access control policy manager page 
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Figure 12: Lookup service page 


